Abstract Many circuit design applications rely on an intermediate sequence to carry a decision to the next circuit stage. The decision may be carried by a weighted pattern of N bits, with the weights being selected in a way that optimizes the circuit implementation or some aspect of performance. For example, when the weights are consecutive powers of 2 beginning with 1 = 2 0 , we have the standard binary representation. As another example, when all the weights are 1, we have the unary representation that encodes a value k by k asserted bits and N-k unasserted bits (a weightk bit vector of length N). In this paper, we present the design of a circuit that screens a unary representation to verify that the represented value falls between preset lower and upper limits l and u, passing through any string that represents a value in the interval [l, u] and outputting the all-0 s bit pattern otherwise. Our mixed analog-digital circuit implementation, based on switched-capacitor arrays, provides a decision output within a clock cycle of 4 ns for 16-bit unary representation, when realized with 0.15 lm TSMC technology. The latter results were obtained with normal, per-bit capacitance of 200 fF and single-clock-cycle operation. As an added benefit, our filtering circuit can form the basis for designing a cost-effective Hamming decoder circuit.
Introduction
Decision circuits such as controllers, counters, and Vernier delay lines usually generate a 0-1 bit pattern which is carried to subsequent operation stages. Such bit patterns can be associated with two kinds of semantics. The first class, involving the use of fixed position weights (such as powers of a radix), requires digital arithmetic circuitry [1] [2] [3] , such as XOR logic, decoders, or comparators, for reaching appropriate decisions regarding matching values. The second class, relying on unweighted bit patterns, treats all bit positions the same way and requires the detection of Hamming weight of a bit pattern to deduce its associated value. The second class has received much recent attention [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Many circuits in the latter class have been designed to cater to specific applications or application domains involving Hamming vectors and weights. Among the many available options, one finds all-digital designs [9] [10] [11] [12] , digital designs based on the technology-ratioed approach [13] [14] [15] , designs using lookup tables and approximations [16] [17] [18] , and, in the case of our prior contributions, mixed digital-analog designs that are more compact and use highspeed parallel evaluation [19, 20] . A general view, covering both radix-based weights and unit weights, is the assignment of arbitrary ''importance'' to various features [21] .
Our focus in this paper is on determining the number of active bits in, or the Hamming weight of, a bit pattern. We refer to such bit patterns as Hamming sequences, so as to distinguish them from the more commonly used ''positional'' patterns in which bit positions are associated with different power-of-2 weights. We derive an efficient structure for a Hamming filtering circuit that solves the just-stated problem and also constitutes a cost-effective building block for the design of Hamming decoder circuits, which in turn form commonly used blocks in a variety of important applications dealing with Hamming sequences [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Any representation of numerical values is prone to inaccuracies when errors cause some bits to flip. With a very small number of bit-flips (the common case), the inaccuracy is less problematic with unary than binary representation: an important advantage for the unary code. To overcome this difficulty, one may forego weighted representation in favor of constant-weight codes. A weightk code can be used to represent N k options using N bits.
The representational efficiency is lower than that of binary representation, but we gain the ability to tolerate any number of bit-flips, provided they are all in the same direction (the so-called unidirectional errors). To maximize the representational efficiency, one picks the single weight k (or a range of weights) to be as close to N/2 as possible. Ever since the 1970s, unidirectional errors have been found to be quite common in VLSI circuits [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , so making circuits resilient to them is highly desirable. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Basic concepts related to the use of switched-capacitor arrays are reviewed in Sect. 2. CMOS circuit design with related equations and event timings for N = 4 is presented in Sect. 3 and generalized in Sect. 4. Section 5 reports on the results of our HSPICE simulation [27] based on 0.15 lm and 1.5 V integrated-circuit TSMC technology [28] for N = 4, 8, and 16 bits, offering detailed analyses on accuracy and power consumption. Section 6 offers speed and cost comparisons with alternative state-of-the-art solutions. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Basic concepts and functionality
Consider a circuit that examines an N-bit pattern to ensure that its Hamming weight lies within the allowed interval (l, u). Please note that we use the open-interval notation, where values included in the interval are strictly greater than l and strictly less than u; in other words, in contrast with the closed-interval notation [l, u] , the end values l and u are not part of the interval (l, u). The circuit accomplishes this goal via producing an output decision signal that allows all such valid patterns to pass through and any invalid pattern (having a weight that is less than or equal to l or greater than or equal u) to be blocked by forcing the output to the all-0s state. We call such a circuit a Hamming midpass filter with parameters l and u. Taking N = 4 as an example, of the 16 possible 4-bit patterns, one has the Hamming weight 0, four have weight 1, six have weight 2, four have weight 3, and one has weight 4. So, a filtering circuit with the parameters (l, u) = (1, 3) will let 6 of the 16 patterns through unmodified and will pass on 0000 for the other 10 patterns, including the input 0000. The all-0s pattern may be viewed as a safe state that causes no harm at output.
Switched-capacitor arrays have become attractive in working with Hamming sequences. A good example is in circuits that compare Hamming weights of two different sequences or the weight of one sequence against a fixed threshold [20] . Unfortunately, however, circuit realization through switched-capacitor array usually implies high design cost and large power consumption due to the need for a high-resolution analog comparator. Furthermore, large capacitor mismatches due to the usage of single threshold capacitance can lead to inaccuracies and requires as many as 3-4 non-overlapping phased clock signals, usually generated by a delay-locked loop circuit [29, 30] . Layout design is also riddled with pitfalls that may complicate testing and compromise reliable operation.
Being aware of the drawbacks just enumerated, we hope to use a switch-capacitor-based design, taking advantage of novel structural features to mitigate the aforementioned problems and to gain speed advantages in a particular application. Our application of interest is to determine whether the Hamming weight of a bit pattern falls within an allowed range (l, u), as outlined at the beginning of this section. Our proposed circuit uses only a 2-phase operation, which can be associated with clock high and low periods, thus obviating special circuitry for generating non-overlapping clock phases. Using a mathematical series arrangement, we distribute the threshold capacitive ratio used to compare the arrival of bit patterns in specific weight ranges among all positions, thus reducing the capacitance mismatches and balancing all feed-through voltages during the switching of inside capacitances.
Note that in hardware implementation, we can take advantage of the discrete nature of Hamming weights to implement a (1, 3) Hamming mid-pass filter with the analog thresholds 1.5 and 2.5, thus allowing some noise tolerance without rendering an incorrect decision.
Circuit and operation
Let XH be the Hamming weight of a bit-vector X of length N. Normalizing the weight to the real (closed) interval [0, 1], we have the normalized Hamming weight:
Since analog comparators work on the basis of less-than or greater-than relationships, without including the equal case, we associate a range with each Hamming weight:
The lower and upper bounds are designated as:
For simplicity and clarity, we first describe the design of the circuit for N = 4 bits, later extending the design to N = 8 and N = 16 bits.
As shown in Fig. 1 , our proposed 4-bit circuit contains three switched-capacitor arrays and two comparators. The switched-capacitor arrays receive the Hamming input sequence XH via the associated switch settings SXB i , where i is bit position in XH. Internal to the circuit, the bounds YL and YU are associated with the switch settings SYLB i and SYUB i . The Hamming input XH is compared against YL by the lower analog comparator, which produces the outputs VPL and VNL. Symmetrically, XH is compared against YU by the upper analog comparator, which yields the outputs VPU and VNU. The names of the comparator output signals incorporate the letters P and N to indicate positive and negative outcomes and the letters L and U to designate the lower and upper comparator.
Elaborating further, the top comparator module checks the Hamming input weight against the YL lower bound, while the bottom comparator module checks the Hamming input against the YU upper bound. If the two comparators outputs VPL and VNU are asserted, then the Hamming sequence weight is within the specified range; in this case, the sequence is forwarded to the next stage unchanged; otherwise, the all-0s pattern is forwarded to output. On occasion, we may be interested in the lowest-weight all-0s pattern, that is, in the smallest lower-bound value (when VNU and VNL are asserted), or in the largest-weight all-1s pattern, that is, in the largest upper-bound value (when VPU and VPL are asserted). Thus, the sequence is forward to next stage unchanged; otherwise all-0s pattern being forward to output.
The switched capacitors in the array pertaining to XH all have the common capacitance C0, while those in the switched-capacitor array for YU and YL are given the following sequence of capacitances, with the only difference between them being the switching activities, as presented in Table 1 and Eqs. (5)- (8). 123
We can verify the operation of switched-capacitor arrays and associated equations in determining the lower-and upper-bound comparisons by means of examples, using Table 2 .
In the case of N = 4 and with range parameters (l, u) = (2, 4), satisfied when XH = 1011 or for any of the tree input sequences having weight 3, the entries in Table 2 confirm proper operation, as follows. For this example, the upper bound is evaluated using (4) to be 0.875*VDD, and the lower bound is evaluated using (3) to be 0.625*VDD, where VDD is the voltage supply. In addition, the Hamming input yields the voltage 0.75*VDD based on (1). Now, using the switch activities of YU and YL from Table 2 , the accumulated charges VXH, VYU and VYL are evaluated within the two phases of system clock (CLKsys).
During Phase 1, all the following equations are satisfied simultaneously. 
During this phase, the comparators start comparing the input voltages and activate the outputs. The signals VPL and VNU are asserted, and thus, the decoder logic selects the multiplexer to pass through the Hamming input XH (in our example, 1011).
Different boundary ranges can be chosen which is based on the boundary sequence derived in Table 2 . This boundary sequence, which is of the following form, can exploit all possible voltage ranges for VYL and VYU, using Table 1 along with switching values in Eqs. (5)- (8) .
We now proceed to extend our design, explained in detail for N = 4, to other values of N. 
Extending to an arbitrary power-of-2 value of N is straightforward. In general, one quarter of the capacitors in the switched-capacitor array associated with the lower or upper bound have capacitance C0, one quarter have capacitance 0.5C0, and the remaining half have capacitance 0.25C0. This leads to the total capacitance of (N/2)C0, thus allowing all ratios between 1/(2N), corresponding to a single 0.25C0 capacitance selected, and (2N -1)/(2N), associated with all but one of the 0.25C0 capacitances selected, to be synthesized. The preceding description leads to the boundary sequence formula:
So far, we have assumed that N is a power of 2. For a non-power-of-2 value of N, we use the next larger value that is a power of 2 for our design. For example, given N = 10, we build our circuit for N = 16 in order to keep the same structure of uniform capacitances that reduces mismatches. Then, we employ a combination of input voltages similar to those in Table 2 to provide the boundary values for any Hamming weight within N = 10. This strategy works because the boundary sequence formula guarantees any boundary for any Hamming weight from 0 to 16.
Assessment via HSPICE simulation
The proposed circuit depicted in Fig. 1 has been synthesized based on 0.15 lm CMOS technology for three different sizes of N = 4, 8, and 16 bits. All possible waveform weights of the Hamming input HX, and all possible boundaries (YL, YU) using the BS 4 of (15) are depicted in Fig. 2 . The corresponding waveforms for N = 8 and 16, using BS 8 and BS 16 , respectively, are depicted in Figs. 3  and 4 , respectively. Note that as the size N increases, the comparator input resolutions become smaller, where this resolution might be predicted by the difference between (1) and (2) or (1) and (4) leading to the ideal theoretical comparator resolution difference: Figs. 2, 3 , and 4. The worst-case HSPICE results deviate from the theoretical data, leading to error differences reported in the rightmost column of Table 3 . This error difference is due to pass-gate switch mismatches [31, 32] , feed through charges [33, 34] , and other second-order effects related to non-overlapping signals [35] . However, the two lines of input comparator are subjected to the same error, and thus, provide the same ratio of charge mismatches, which reduces the overall error.
Besides, the switched-capacitor array of YU and YL distribute the weight charges on all capacitances instead of single capacitor that usually has the offset threshold value. More details on reducing the mismatches between capacitances in switched-capacitor arrays can be found in several of our references [19, 20, [36] [37] [38] . Analysis results show that the worst-case capacitance mismatches are such that the layout can support N = 64 or higher, with mismatch error not exceeding 22 %, while providing a resolution on the order of 8 mV. Most current ADC comparators can support up to 0.1 mV resolution [31, 32, 35, 39] .
The limited speed is determined during Phase 1 of charge accumulation since during this phase the VDD need to pre-charge the comparators input (YL, XH, YU) lines through the S0 switches. These lines carry sum of total switched-capacitance array capacitances. Therefore, the time delay is limited by the time constant [40, 41] , which may be predicted by the following form:
That is, K is the accuracy order of time constant, RTG is the equivalent transmission gate switch resistance, and Csum is the lumped sum of all switched capacitances in the array associated with the input line of comparators. In our simulations, we proceed to about K = 6 in order to provide large margin for our basic analog comparators which can compare an input value of order 10 mV. In addition, the nominal C0 = 200 fF and Tdelay shows the value of 2, 2, and 4 ns for the N = 4, 8, and 16, respectively. We use 0.15 lm TSMC technology with voltage supply 1.5 V.
Speed and cost comparison
The design proposed in this paper is unique in functionality and implementation, making comparisons with state-ofthe-art modules having similar objectives rather difficult. However, it is still possible to compare our design with alternative proposals where the functionalities overlap. More specifically, consider that our proposed design deals with an incoming bit-vector within the following cases:
Thus, as evident from Eq. (21), our design covers comparisons, Hamming distance measurements, and filtering of pre-selected Hamming weights. Most previously proposed Hamming-related module designs [9, 10, 13, 16, 17] , by contrast, are aimed at measuring distances between, or comparing, bit-vectors, entailing only one comparison instead of two parallel ones. Additionally, the aforementioned functionalities of our design are applicable to N-bit input XH, with YHL and YHU potentially being of same width or narrower.
Recent work [10] offers several Hamming-distance analyzer modules based on look-up tables and counting networks, which are primarily optimized for FPGA resources. A re-usable counting network module similar to the one in [10] is proposed in [13] . The resulting designs are fast and take into account all Hamming-weight possibilities in network routing, but they suffer from circuitlevel design difficulties related to large fan-in and fan-out capacitances as well as substantial gate-count and pipeline register cost. Attempts to reduce the number of gates, and thus the fan-in and fan-out capacitance loading for routing network, have led to the proposal for an inexact-decision Hamming-weight threshold voting scheme [16] . However, the resulting circuit still suffers from many of the same design problems, with the further drawback of limited and narrow applications. Parhami [9] has proposed a more general Hamming-weight comparator using the notion of signed bits. His design, though improving on earlier proposal, still entails large gate count, delay, and power.
Our design uses capacitance weights as lumped Hamming threshold values, passing them to high-resolution and low-power analog comparators [31, 32, 35, 39] . Analog comparators [32] are widely known in terms of positivefeedback switched capacitor circuits. Our design avoids known problems of such circuits (namely, large capacitive loading at the comparator inputs and multiphase clock operation necessitating the use of DLL circuits) by using a We next report on the results of HSPICE evaluation of our design and a representative prior design [9] suitable for 0.15 lm CMOS technology. Similar comparisons based on different CMOS technologies have been reported in [9, 10, 13, 16, 17] . Our HSPICE comparison results are shown in Table 4 . Note, however, that the figures in adjacent columns of Table 4 are not directly comparable, as we have to add various elements to the figures shown for our design. These elements vary within a range, so we have chosen not incorporate them in the table; rather we discuss them in the paragraphs that follow.
The transistor counts should be viewed as rough indicators of relative circuit complexities. The silicon area is also affected by details of the capacitance array geometry in our design and by routing in any alternate design based on the choice of the number of metal layers. The latency (transient delay) of our design excludes the contributions of the comparator and mux front circuit shown in Fig. 1 . The delay of a comparator with the needed resolution and technology factor is in the range 0.74-1.38 ns. Finally, we note that power consumption figures for our design must be augmented by the power requirements of the two comparators, which with low-power design consume in the range of 0.27-0.43 mW using comparable technology [31, 32] .
Our comparison results show a close match, with minor characteristic advantages of the proposed design. Most recent digital Hamming-based designs [9, 10, 13, 16, 17] also have cost-performance figures in the same general range. However, the uniqueness of our design and its broader functionality have the potential of leading to further application domains, as reported in [10] . Furthermore, our novel approach can widen the domain of use for switched-capacitor arrays and low-power comparators to applications beyond mere data conversion.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a digital-analog design for a Hamming weight filtering circuit that classifies an input sequence of length N between two Hamming weight boundaries, thus essentially acting as a Hamming mid-pass filter. In other words, a 4-bit input sequence can be checked against one of the ranges of 0 \ XH \ 4; 1 \ XH \ 4; 2 \ XH \ 4; 0 \ XH \ 3; 1 \ XH \ 3; 0 \ XH \ 2; If the input sequence has a Hamming weight in the specified range, then the circuit becomes transparent and forwards the input to output; otherwise the all-0s pattern appears at the circuit output. Our circuit is implemented using the switched-capacitor array structure and screens the Hamming input signal to uniform capacitances. At the output side, a series of weighted capacitances are tailored to our desired ranges. Mathematical relationships allow us to derive the capacitance weights to fit any input length N. The switchedcapacitor array accumulates the charges through only two clocking phases, corresponding to low and high parts of a system clock, thus obviating the need for any extra nonoverlap circuit and phase generator, such as DLL circuit.
Our design has been implemented using 0.15 lm TSMC technology for N = 4, 8, and 16 bits, and the result simulated at 500 and 250 MHz, showing a power consumption of 1.37 mW. The design draws power due to the use of two analog comparators in order to classify the Hamming input signal range. The comparators are required to compare between two accumulated voltage charges on the order of 10 mV. The HSPICE simulation results show that the circuit can produce a value at 500 MHz for N = 4 or 8 and at 250 MHz for N = 16.
